Generation dispatch decision making integrated into a centralized wholesale electricity market has been always a challenging concern for transmission system operators and has progressively received significant attention in recent years. The reason lies mainly in the complex and highly-interconnected structure of the grid, escalated demand, and the crisis of the amount and price of energy. For the dispatch solutions to be highly reliable with an acceptable level of accuracy, several factors of notable importance need to be well taken into account, among which one can mention the valve-point effect, multiple fuel options and disjoint prohibited zones, up/down ramp rate requirements of generating units, as well as the spinning reserve constraints which, in turn, intensify the non-smoothness, nonconvexity, non-linearity, and dynamic restriction of such combinatorial hard problems. This paper proposes a new optimization toolset for the bi-objective multi-area economic dispatch problem to determine the transmission interface power flow and power output of generating units while satisfying system demand and security constraints at each area. The proposed architecture builds upon an improved gradient-based Jaya algorithm to generate a feasible set of Pareto optimal solutions corresponding to the operation cost and fuel combustion emission calculated through a new robust bi-objective gradient based method. The projected algorithm is proved to be capable of finding the robust global or near-global Pareto solutions fast and accurate.
Nomenclature

A. Indices ger
Iteration index of the gradient method (GM).
i, j Generating unit indices.
iter Iteration index of the proposed algorithm.
k, k' Area index. n Particle index.
nf i
Fuel type index for generating unit i.
obj, t
Objective function and time step indices, respectively.
 Disjoint prohibited zone (DPZ) index.
B. Constants
, , , 
B ij,k,t Loss coefficient of generating units i and j in area k at time t (MW -1
).
B 0i,k,t Loss coefficient of generating unit i in area k at time t.
B 00,t Loss coefficient parameter at time t (MW).
c kk ' Cost coefficient of a tie-line located between area k and k'.
, kk t kk t
Tie Tie Minimum/maximum power flow limits of tie-lie kk' at time t, respectively. , , , 
F Tie
Transmission cost function of a tie-line connecting between area k and k' at time t ($).
G
Vector of system generating units.
,
G kt
Interchange power vector between area k and others at time t.
,, i k t g
Power output of generating unit i in area k at time t (MW).
, , , , , i k t i k t gg Upper/lower limit of i th generating unit output power in area k at time t, respectively (MW).
, vio kt g Power mismatch of area k at time t (MW).
Loss k,t Total real power losses of area k at time t (MW).
X worst iter
The worst solution among all particles in iteration iter of the proposed algorithm.
X best iter
The best solution among all particles in iteration iter of the proposed algorithm.
iter mn x
The m th member of particle n at iteration iter of the proposed algorithm.
,,
, best iter worst iter mm xx
The m th member of the best and worst solutions found at iteration iter of the proposed algorithm, respectively.
 ger
Lagrange multiplier in the step ger of the GM.
Introduction
Deregulation in nowadays electric power system operation, monitoring and control offers a power pool environment enabling different utility operators to participate in energy and reserve interchange from the areas with cheaper generations to those expensive ones through tie-lines. In this way, achieving the least operation cost and fuel combustion emission with optimum reliability and security performance compared to the isolated operation modes would be possible. Whilst the majority of existing research works focus on either the mono-area mono-objective economic dispatch (ED), or mono-area bi-objective ED (BED), or multi-area mono-objective ED (MED) formulations, this study deals with the multi-area bi-objective ED (MBED) through which fast and robust power generation schedules of different thermal generating units (TUs) as well as the tie-lines power flows would be potentially optimized while simultaneously lowering the operation cost and emissions subject to several operational and physical network constraints. In the classical ED formulation, the TUs' cost functions are assumed to be quadratic polynomials which are convex, differentiable, and smoothly augmenting functions. As a matter of fact, the valve point effect, multiple fuel options, disjoint prohibited zones (DPZs), up/down ramp rate limits, and the system security requirements are also other critical concerns bringing about additional complexities to optimal operation of the multi-area electric power systems. In the power pool electricity market environment, the economic, environmental, and technical characteristics of the grid as well as the reliability performance of power generation system can be further improved if spinning reserve restrictions in all the interdependent areas are well formulated.
Consequently, providing the non-dominated Pareto optimal solutions is challenging when it comes to the MBED problems.
In general, the solution methodologies proposed in the existing literature for solving the ED formulations can be categorized into two major groups: mathematical programming techniques and meta-heuristic optimization methods. . Such frameworks are flexible, stable and scalable, and can be implemented for handling the ED problems with convex and smooth objective functions. Further attempts are made in [9] to incorporate the transmission line losses into the problem formulation through local agents governed by a central authority. Incorporation of transmission losses into a non-convex ED problem using a fully decentralized architecture is introduced in [10] . Albeit a compact formulation was presented in [11] to provide a continuous feasible region for the TUs with the restriction of DPZs, they would eventually find a local optimal solution. A formulation of vanishing restrictions on the basis of semi-definite programming (SDP) relaxation was also suggested in [12] which could not guarantee the global or near-global solution if the relaxation framework has a gap to the original one.
In response to all the mentioned concerns, many meta-heuristic techniques have been proposed in the literature. The
Bacterial Foraging (BF) [13] is among such suggestions to solve the MED problem. In addition, multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) [13] , strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm [14] and Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [15] are proposed to apply to the BED optimization problems. The dynamically 6 controlled PSO (DCPSO) [16] , Harmony Search (HS) [17] , an improved PSO [18] , Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) [19] , Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABCO) [20] , and PSO [21] are developed to handle the MED problems. An Improved Differential Evolution (IDE) [22] , Chaotic Global Best Artificial Bee Colony (CGBABC) [23] and PSO [24] are also developed to handle the MBED challenges. Due to the strong capability of the meta-heuristic techniques in dealing with the mentioned problems and their straight-forward implementation, they are widely employed to handle complex problems in electric power system domain [25] . However, there exists several disadvantages of such algorithms as follows: (a) slow and premature convergence; (b) sensitivity to the settings and parameters; and (c) trapping in the local optima.
The key innovation of this study is to hybridize the mathematical gradient based method (GM) and improved Jaya algorithm (IJA) as a meta-heuristic approach to exploit their complementary and advantageous characteristics in finding the robust and optimal non-dominated solutions in Pareto frontier very fast. The essential concept of the new Jaya algorithm (JA) is designed in such a way that the existing solutions in the search space should constantly move towards the best agent and avoid the worst one [26] . The main feature of the proposed algorithm, which makes it unique in comparison with other similar meta-heuristic algorithms, is that it does not require tuning of any algorithmic parameter. Although the superiority of the JA algorithm over the 54 benchmark functions has been investigated in [26] , it may steadily stop generating the successful solutions though the population when it comes to highly complex non-linear problems in electric power systems. Therefore, a new mutation strategy is added to the original structure to strongly improve the exploration and exploitation process of JA. On the other hand, the rapid convergence of the GM, by appropriately exploiting the gradient information and providing a robust solution compared to the IJA -that does not calculate gradient -offers motivations to combine it with the IJA. With such additions and modifications, the projected improved gradient based Jaya algorithm (IGJA) would provide attractive benefits in terms of considerably-fast convergence, efficient robustness, well-distributed and uniform Pareto optimal frontier, and scalable features for real-world implementations. To prune the repository containing the non-dominated solutions and select the best compromised solution, a fuzzy clustering method is employed as the final decision making mechanism. Case study results well verify the acceptable performance of the suggested algorithm and its interesting promises for real-world implementations.
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Problem Formulation
The decision variables, objective functions and constraints of the proposed MBED are as follows: 
 Minimize emissions [22] :
Subject to: 1  1  1  1  min  ,  ,  , 2  2  2  2  min  , ,  , 
; Fuel type 1 sin(
; Fuel type 2
', ' ', 
, to in (7). The transmission loss at each area is expressed in (8) using the Kron's loss formula [27] . This quadratic formulation converts the power network operating information with regard to the convoluted currents and voltages into data with reference to the real generation units' power and transmission line's losses employing the B-loss coefficients [27] , [28] . As can be seen in (8), the losses are dependent on loading of each individual generating unit through a set of constants. Compared to other loss formula [29] , this technique is extensively common in many literature [10] , [14] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [23] and is derived by Kron [27] using tensorial methods, with a significantly lower computational and measurement requirements [29] , [30] . The existence of off-nominal turn ratios and their illustration on an AC power network analyzer with several interconnected transmission systems are considered in tensorial techniques to drive (8). Moreover, Kron's formula is definitely appropriate for transmission networks as the practical computation of B-loss coefficients is based on the fact that the X/R (reactance/resistance) ratio is large [31] , [32] . Constraints (9) and (10) impose the up and down ramp restrictions, respectively. Owing to the economical, physical, and practical constraints, the certain amounts of minimum and maximum output generations are represented in (11) and (12) for each TU. Due to some physical restrictions, the undivided feasible zone of some TUs is separated into several disjoint sub-feasible zones so that only one is active during each time interval and the TU could continuously change its operation set point within the selected sub-feasible zone. Constraint (13) represents the mentioned sub-feasible zones for each unit. For instance, the feasible solution plane of three TUs with two DPZs is highlighted with oblique black lines in Fig. 2(a) . The demand of the system is D k,t and the upper and lower bounds of sub-feasible zones are determined with red, blue and green lines for the respective first, second, and third TUs. As illustrated, the non-convexity and complicatedness of the problem are intensified considering the DPZs. The system up and down spinning reserve constraints are enforced in (14) and (15), respectively. Up and down spinning reserves are the indispensable requirements of each area to deal with unexpected fluctuations.
However, the DPZs strictly pose the restrictions for TUs to participate in load regulations. In contrast to the traditional approach that the TUs with no DPZs were managed to corporate in up and down spinning reserve requirements [33] , [34] , constraints (16) and (17) illustrate that all the TUs are able to provide the 10-min up/down reserves for which the up and down ramping rates are rationally modeled as As shown, the 10-min up and down reserve capabilities of each TU shrink to its sub-feasible region to avoid the load regulation from DPZs. The spinning reserve satisfaction with and without considering the DPZs for a typical TU is demonstrated in Fig. 2 (b). The tie-line power flow limit is eventually reflected in (18) .
Improved Gradient based Jaya Algorithm (IGJA)
Overview of the Original Jaya Algorithm (JA)
The JA is a novel population-based optimization algorithm which is proposed in [26] . In this paper, the JA comprises a number of different individuals ( 1,...,  X n n NPop ) with unalike fitness function values of
The agents implement the position information of two solutions i.e. the best and the worst ones and update themselves as follows:
, ,
The fitness function of each agent n at iteration iter ( () X iter n F ) is determined as follows:
To select the best solution during the JA implementation, the TSO assigns a weighting factor (  
In (21) and (22), (20) is deployed to select the better candidate solution which is anticipated to be the closest one with reference to the TSO's preference. The selected candidate solution is participated in the next step of the optimization algorithm (see Fig. 4 ).
Improved JA (IJA)
In order to enhance the accuracy of the Pareto optimal solutions and restrain the algorithm from a premature convergence, a new mutation strategy is added to the original JA. To implement the proposed strategy, the following procedure should be followed:
Initialize the population and name it as 1 P .
While iter ≤ iter max
Update the position of each particle using the JA as described in (19) .
For n = 1 to NPop 
End If
End For (it refers to index n)
End While (it refers to index iter)
The mutate and xover are the mutation operators which are formulated in (23) and (24), respectively. and U iter n , respectively. The suggested strategy improves the process of selecting the mutant vectors through storing the successful agents into the archive A, and selecting them from A when stagnation is happened. It should be mentioned that constraints (7)- (18) must be all satisfied during the IJA process. The following steps 1 and 2 are proposed to handle such requirement.
Step 1: Handling Inequality and Dynamic Constraints: If an element of the agent is infeasible, then it freezes to its boundary values. Thus, this process is defined as follows:
, , , (26) In addition, limitation (13) may be broken when the power output of a TU falls into its DPZs. In such circumstances, the power output of TU freezes to the closest lower or upper bounds of the DPZ. This process is formulated for the i th TU in area k when its generation is settled in its th (27) Step 2: Handling Equality Constraints: The power balance feasibility in (7) and (8) should be first checked. The amount of power mismatch in each area can be calculated as follows: g , and the same process goes on until all the areas meet their power balance requirements.
Gradient-based Method (GM)
One of the main features of the GM is its fast convergence. The strong exploitation capability of the GM is another feature that is employed to find the best solution in this study. If the best solution is improved by the GM, one can ensure that at least the near global Pareto optima have been obtained. In this context, the bi-objective Lagrange function is first formulated on the basis of (22) as follows:
The gradient of this function is calculated as follows: 
It is noteworthy that the derivatives of ,, (32) , , , (33) By applying the differentiation formula for the absolute sinusoidal cost function and exponential emission function, their derivatives are respectively formulated in (31) and (33) . They are graphically illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , (b) and Fig.3(c) , (d) corresponding to the two TUs for which the original functions' surface are shown in Fig. 1 . It is clearly demonstrated that although the first absolute sinusoidal function is continuous in Fig. 1 (a) , it is not differentiable at all points. As shown in (31) and Fig. 3 (a)-(b) , there might be a TU for which the term min , , , 
e g g n n and n n is valid, the new agent in iteration ger of the GM is calculated as follows:
12, 12, (35) where, ger m and  ger are the GM parameters which can be updated as follows [35] : techniques [36] , [37] .
1) In priori frameworks, such as weighted sum method or ε-constraint algorithm, a relative preference matrix should be provided with minimum knowledge on the possible outcomes. Thus, the preference matrix may
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lead to a suboptimal consequence or an infeasible outcome. It is notable that this is extremely subjective to the TSO as the decision maker. Additionally, they may not only be a time-consuming and monotonous process, but also may lead to recurrence of the non-dominated solutions so that a good Pareto optimal curve might not be achieved [38] . Therefore, normal boundary intersection [38] and normalized normal constraint method [39] are developed to obtain a diverse and spread Pareto set. However, such methods involve handling the single optimization problem per Pareto point created. In other words, it mandates applying a numerical optimizer for solving the Pareto optimal points. Furthermore, the optimizer should work with a highly constrictive feasible sphere including a single line in three-dimensional space. In an extremely complicated optimization problem such as the MBED at hand, this may lead the optimizer to never discover its way back to the feasible area and therefore no true or near optimal Pareto frontier can be ever established. In addition, the CPU execution time of the normal boundary intersection technique increases in a larger rate with the growth in the number of decision variables, restrictions and of course number of
Pareto optimal points to be extracted [40] .
2) In contrast, the goal of posterior techniques is to find the Pareto-optimal solutions using the non-dominancy conceptions. All such optimal solutions can be fed into the decision making framework in order to find the final optimal solution considering the TSO's preferences [41] . Albeit the population-based techniques such as the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) [42] and multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) [43] technique can provide the entire Pareto optimal front all-at-once, they suffer from tuning of numerous algorithmic parameters for a suitable optimization process. For instance, the NSGA-II mandates setting up several parameters including the crossover type, its probability, mutation probability, etc. The MOPSO also needs to tune the cognitive parameter, social parameter, initial inertia weight factor, and final inertia weight factor. Consequently, the JA which is known as the algorithmicparameter free of tuning technique is selected. Additionally, due to the heuristic nature of such algorithms, the same Pareto optimal solution is often not regenerated. In this paper, the heuristic-based mutation strategy and the mathematical-based GM can provide a balance between the global and local search characteristics of the IGJA and help to return the robust, fast and optimal solution in one trial run. The statistical evidence of producing such Pareto optimal fronts with acceptable execution time is provided in the next Section.
In general, the BOP is mathematically described as follows [14] , [15] 
In (36) and (37) (40) where,  obj is the weighting factor assigned to obj th objective function. It should be pointed out that the candidate with the maximum value of  obj is the best compromised solution. The block diagram of the suggested bi-objective IGJA approach describing the overall process is shown in Fig. 4 .
Simulation Results
Test Systems and Parameters Adjustments
In order to examine the effectiveness and capability of the suggested IGJA, the multi-area mono-objective economic Table 1 . In case of the MED1 and MED2, the quality of the final solutions is assessed using the best, mean, worst, CPU computation time and convergence graph. The best, mean, and worst provide an outline of the concentration corresponding to the extracted solutions during 30 trial runs with respect to the central point of the distribution.
Test System 1: 2 Areas with 6 TUs
This renowned test system comprises of two areas with 6 TUs for which the data is taken from [19] and [20] . The MED1 is solved by IGJA and compared to the original JA and several recently presented algorithms such as Real Coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA) [20] , Evolutionary Programming (EP) [20] , Differential Evolution (DE) [20] , Artificial Bee Colony Optimization (ABCO) [20] , Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) [19] , and Chaotic Global Best Artificial Bee Colony (CGBABC) [23] . The results of the best solution are illustrated in Table   2 . Almost all the techniques yield a comparable near-global optimum due to low dimension of this test system. The reported value for the system total loss is smaller than that in recent literature CGBABC [23] , i.e. (13.6159 MW vs.
MW). Moreover, the optimal power schedules of TUs and tie-lines in the cases of neglecting DPZs and
Table1
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losses using IGJA are also reported in this Table. It is concluded that the network losses and objective functions may force the TUs of each area to generate electric power in different sub feasible zones. It is clear that ignoring such practical constraints would change the design variables and decreases the system operation cost leading to an inaccurate decision making by the TSO. Furthermore, the best, mean and worst solutions provided by IGJA are equal reflecting the fact that the IGJA is robust enough to provide equal solutions for 30 trial runs. According to the CPU computation time, the presented algorithm can provide the output solution much faster than others. More importantly, if the output design variables of CGBABC are recalculated by (2), then the resultant cost marginally differs from the reported costs which are shown in Table 2 . Albeit there are minor power mismatches in the results of CGBABC, the proposed technique can provide more robust and fast solutions with no mismatch which is actually due to hybridizing the GM as a mathematical-based technique and heuristic-based IJA. Fig. 5(a) shows the convergence graph of IGJA and original JA applications to this test system. It is strikingly observed that the convergence is reached in a considerably less number of iterations which leads to a reasonable execution time. It is also remarkable that the JA is susceptible to get stuck into local optima as it does not employ the mutation and GM strategies.
Test System 2: 3 Areas with 10 TUs
This test system includes three areas with 10 TUs for which the data is given in [20] . The MED1 is solved by IGJA and compared to other state-of-the-art optimization approaches such as RCGA [20] , EP [20] , DE [20] , ABCO [20] , TLBO [19] and CGBABC [23] in Table 3 . In addition, the results associated with the cases where network losses are neglected are appended to this Table for the sake of comparison. While the improvement in the best operation cost is only marginal in comparison with various techniques presented in recent literature, the suggested IGJA is definitely more robust. Unlike the developed algorithm, some of the other well-known algorithms are unsuccessful to perform constantly well as exposed in Table 3 . As advocated for some heuristic methodologies which are stripped of convergence assurances, the proposed IGJA with the aid of GM is competent enough to converge to the near-global and acceptable solution. In other words, apart from being robust and fast, the suggested algorithm can converge to
Table2
Figure5 the near-global optimum within 8 iterations, as portrayed in Fig. 5 (b) . The suggested mutation strategy along with the GM can provide a balance between the diversity and convergence rate or diversification and intensification capacities of the IGJA which is an apparently critical requirement in providing a quality solution.
Test System 3: 4 Areas with 16 TUs
This test case considers two types of 4-area 16-unit systems for which the characteristic, data, TUs and tie-line constraints are borrowed from [17] , [23] and [24] . Unlike the previous test cases, all three problems, i.e., MED1, better results with the highest rate of execution efficiency compared to other algorithms especially in case of considering hard constraints. In general, the meta-heuristic algorithms are on the basis of population and, therefore, the optimal candidate solution may change in different simulations, while the GM is a mathematical-based technique and is able to dramatically enhance the robustness of the selection process. Additionally, it can theoretically guarantee the near global optimality of the proposed algorithm in shorter time. Besides, with the enhanced simulation time of the proposed approach, the CPU computation time is much better than others for all the studied optimization problems.
As the boundary points of the trade-off surface are provided, the MBED problem is solved to achieve the Pareto frontier. This curve allows the TSO to have the databank of several non-dominated solutions between the probable optimal operation cost and the possible optimal environmental effect. Figs. 6(a), (b) , (c) bear witness to the attribute development of the suggested technique and displays the Pareto optimal frontiers obtained by the IGJA for three abovementioned cases. As shown, the IGJA struggles to keep up the uniformity and smoothness of the solutions Table3 along the curve, especially around the edges. However, the Pareto frontier of the first case study which is portrayed in Fig. 6. (a) is not uniform. This benchmark bi-objective test problem (case1) is selected to explore different characteristics, e.g., tie-line cost (Table 1) and discontinuity in the shape of true Pareto front. In order to further clarify, the NSGA-II [42] and MOPSO [43] techniques are also employed in this case study for which the results are demonstrated in Fig. 7 . It is clear that the aforementioned two algorithms have resulted in a discontinuity in their Pareto curves. Moreover, they fail to discover the extreme points of the Pareto surface and the optimal nondominated points are more crowded in other parts rather than the edges.
The best compromised solutions of the above cases (Fig. 6) 
Test System 4: 4 Areas with 40 TUs
This test system consists of 40 TUs which are equally distributed in 4 areas. The problem search terrain of this test system is characterized by uncountable local minimum points. To efficiently tackle such hard problems, the proposed IGJA is applied on MED1 and MED2 and the results are compared with other state-of-the-art approaches in Table 7 . As one can infer from this Table, although other techniques might seldom provide an optimal solution which is near to that of the suggested one, the IGJA returns the robust, fast and optimal solution in one trial run. In order to verify the superiority of the suggested bi-objective methodology, the IGJA is implemented to derive the Pareto solution frontiers in two different cases with and without DPZs considerations (Fig. 8(a), (b) ). The Pareto optimal surfaces of both subcases achieved by utilizing the IGJA have great diversity and distribute uniformly in Figure7   Figure6 Tables4 to 6 two dimensions space. The figure illustrates that the proposed algorithm can provide the near global non-dominated solutions within 30 iterations, so rendering a practical and scalable alternative strategy.
Test System 5: 2 Areas with 120 Units
In order to further confirm the applicability and scalability of the suggested IGJA, a practical case with enormous 120 units is considered that aggravate the hurdles of optimization procedure. In concordance with the previous results for four test cases, the proposed IGJA minimizes the operation cost outstandingly superior in the MED1 problem. The corresponding results in 30 trial runs are noticeably less than JA and IJA and also compared with the results of classical optimization program (CM) [44] and GBABC [23] in Table 8 . In addition to the impressive outputs, there is a competency in the capability of the suggested technique to converge to a solution with quality properties. This claim is clarified by the convergence characteristic in Fig. 8(c) where one can confirm that the IGJA can quickly converge to an optimal and robust solution. While it is almost advocated for meta-heuristic approaches that they are deprived of a convergence guarantee, suffering from the premature convergence and entrapping in local optima, the proposed IGJA puts the JA, mutation strategy, and GM together to successfully surpass the original JA, escape from local optima, and eventually halt to an acceptable solution in all 30 trial runs.
Conclusion
The IGJA algorithm hybridizes the GM, JA and mutation strategies and has been set up in this study to more accurately solve the complex MBED problems with practical constraints on several small and large scale test systems. Recall that on one hand, the bi-objective GM is introduced with deep-seated mathematical characteristics appropriate for improving the robustness of the main algorithm. With respect to other approaches that use Lagrange relaxation concept, the proposed method competitively considered the lambda as the decision variable for the JA.
On the other hand, JA is known for its algorithmic-parameter free of tuning. In this paper, a new mutation strategy is integrated in the JA to enhance its exploitation and exploration, simultaneously. Moreover, the proposed Paretobased bi-objective approach was proved that does not deteriorate when confronted with multimodal and deceptive Table8 Table7   Figure8 problems. The effectiveness, flexibility and scalability of the suggested algorithm were verified by the complexity and convergence analysis as well as experimental studies. The developed framework can be also employed in other combinatorial bi objective optimization problems within the electric power system domain such as optimal power flow, unit commitment, etc. A(0,0,Dk,t) B(0,Dk,t,0) Read input data and initialize the IGJA Update the position of particle n based on JA using (19) Maintain particle in search space using step 1 and step 2 of subsection 3.2
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